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RESOLUTION
OF T H E BOARD
OF TRUSTEES
LESLEY CO L L EGE
CAMBRIDGE, MASSA C HUSETTS
THE CITY OF CAM BRI DGE
SCH OL ARSHIPS
As evidence of appreciation to the
City of Cambr idge, in · the Commonwealth of Ma ssachusetts, for the vote
of the City Council, dated Ju ne 26,
1967, releasing the public easement in
and the closing off of the Easte rly
portion of Mellen Street and in furth er
recognition of the fact that Lesley College is a vital part of the Cambridge
community, Lesley College hereby establishes the City of Cambridge Scholarslz(tJs under the following qualifications
and conditions :

CONFER
TO LEARN
Educators from the Boston area and
other cities and towns throughout the
New England region converged at the
Statler-Hil ton H otel in Boston on Friday, November I 7, for the annual Lesley College New England K indergarten
Conference.
T he conference is sponsored each year
by Lesley College's G raduate School of
Education in Cambridge. I ts pur pose is
to allow educators from New En gland
to gather in one setting to evaluate and
discuss present-day methods of educating young children and to look at new
developments in early childhood education. L ast year's conference was attended by more tBan one-thousand
teachers, principals, school superintendents and educational specialists. The
conference drew out-of-state attendance
from New York, New Jersey, and as
far away as California.
The theme for the daylong New England Kindergarten Conference was
"Focus on Learning". Speakers and
conferees critically examined early childho od education
as we ll as such issues as
th e ident£fic4(:igp.
_gf.Jea.nun.rf <Ii,.~ • ·

-.~tlre"b'l'"ia~ei\-'l~

teaching reading; kindergarten program
content; and the development of mathematical concepts.

Guest speakers for the conference
were widely known authorities, recognized for their experience in, and knowledge of, the field of early childhood
education and related areas.
The keynote address will be presented in the afternoon by Elizabeth S.
- Freidus , of Teacher's College, Columbia University. Mrs. Freidus, a nationally known consultant on learning disabilities in children, spoke on, "Children
Teach Themselves- How Can We
Help Them?"
Other speakers at the conference include Dr. Eric Denhoff, of Providence,
Rhode Isla,nd, a specialist in Pediatric
Neurology;
Dr. Rose Mukerji, of
Brooklyn College, an exponent of educational television and creator of "The
Roundabout Series"; Michael Spock,
Director
of
Boston's
Children's
Museum; and Lisa Frederick Parker,
Director of the teacher training program
in creative music and movement at New
England Conservatory for Music.
Dr. William H. Ohrenberger, Superintendent of Boston Public Schools,
moderated the morning session.
Lesley College has sponsored the
New England Kindergarten Conference
for several years and has a special interest in the continuing education of
those in the teaching profession. Lesley
College also prepares men for teaching
careers on the graduate level through
extension and graduate programs.
Reservations for the New England
Kindergarten Conference were handled
directly through Lesley College, 29
Everett Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts, under the chairmanship of Mrs.
Mary Mindess, Associate Professor of
Education.

WE REACTED
h11!Jleenncewiz
"Wh en you go to bed at ni gh t, ma ke

5
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Full tuiti on scholarships will
be awarded by the College
until a total amount of
$75,000. in standard tuition
charges has been expended
or credited to successful
applicants.

OPEN HOUSE
Members of the Cambridge City
Cou n cil were
Les le y

gues t s of the Tr u stees of

C o~l ':_g_e a t

an

Open-Hous_e

on

T h e appl ican t's p arents
ardian

muA t

be

or l ega l

-ll- .

residen

.

Att he Open-House, Mr. Robert W.
The applicant must meet all
Fawcett , Acting Chairman of the
standard admissions require"Shocked - overwhelmed - very up- Board of T rustees, announced to
ments of Lesley College.
set", were the students' comments of the Council members the establishment of
a $75,000 Scholarship, made available
guest.
Scholarship awards will be
to
the City of Cambridge from Lesley
On November 2nd, the Math Demade on the basis of financial
College.
The
Scholarship
is
in
apprecipartment at Lesley arranged for Dr.
need and promise as a teacher,
ation for consideration given by the
Gattengo as their guest speaker. The
as determined by the AdmisCity
to
Lesley
last
June,
when
the
funds for this visit were made available
sions Committee of Lesley
council
agreed
to
allow
the
college
to
through a grant from the Graduate
College.
close
the
Oxford
Street
end
of
Mellen
School.
Street.
The applicant will demonTo describe Dr. Gatitegno as an outThe Scholarships will be used to
strate credible willingness to
standing speaker ·is an understatement.
provide college opportunities for aspirteach in the elementary schools
He is presently the Director of Schools ing elementary school teachers who are
of Cambridge.
For The Future in New York. His
residents of Cambridge and who want
experience includes teaching math to to teach in this city after graduation.
Applications for these scholarchildren in fourteen languages. Dr.
The funds will be available for underships are to be made by the
Gattegno has also published in the fields graduate or graduate programs at
candidates to the Admissions
of language arts. He is the author of Leslpv commencing with September.
Words and Color: Method of Teaching
Office of Lesley College and
While at Lesley, Council members
the same may be either for
Beginning Reading.
toured the campus 111dwere shown how
admission
to the UndergradDr. Gattegno gave four performances closing the easterly portion of Melleri
uate or Graduate
Degree
during the course of his visit. All four Street would benefit the city as well as
Programs
at
Lesley
College.
were heavily attended. His goal was the college. The section to be closed is
to impart some of his math knowledge bordered by Lesley property and will
Awards under the foregoing
to the students. But this goal was sub- eventually become part of the campus,
program will be made comordinate to his method. While speaking, although a date for closing the street
mencing with the Fall Term
his_ eyes would scan the audience as he has not yet been decided.
(September) of 1968.
carefully perceived the students' reac'Present at the Open-House were:
tions. Dr. Gattegno did not ask ques- Daniel J. Hayes, Jr., Mayor; Thomas
tions. He commanded answers. The
Coates, Vice Mavor; Edward A. Crane;
students, not accustomed to such sub- Joseph A. DeGuglielmo, City Manatleties, were stunned.
ger; Bernard Goldberg; Thomas H. D.
Father Flynn, a Cambridge resident
His method may have seemed intimi- Mahoney; Walter Sullivan; Alfred
is
the new advisor to the Newman
Vellucci;
Mrs.
Cornelia
B.
Wheele
.
r
.
daiting. Yet it was productive. He in·
Apostulate.
He is formerly from Saint
cited everyone into thinking. The proof Other guests were John M. Tobin,
Timothy's
Parish
in Norwood, MassSuperintendent
of
Schools
for
the
City
of this is in the students' reactions.
of Cambridge; and Edward Conley, achusetts. He is succeeding Father
Everyone who saw Dr. Gattegno perChevalier, who has been transferred
Assistant Superintendent of Schools.
form has an opinion. Whether it was
Among the Lesley Trustees from the from Saint Paul's to another Parish.
a personal opinion of the man, or an
Being part of the Newman AposruCambridge area who were present were:
opinion of his method --;- we reacted.
John H. Dyer, Partner of Storer, late is new for Father Flynn, consequently he is most open to any new ideas
Damon & Lund; Robert W. Fawcett,
and suggestions that anyone might have.
&
Son
President
of
Robert
Fawcett
MIXER TONIGHT I
Inc.; Hollis G. Gerrish, President of He is interested in what we are doing
8:00 P.M.
Squirrel Brand Company; and Eliot I. here at Lesley.
He is on Campus every Thursday
Snider, President of Massachusetts
White Hall Lounge
and whenever he is needed.
Lumber Company.
'-JJ .. ,.,."
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statement was as powerful as his lecture.

Father Flynn

..;
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The Lantern Speaks
·LANTERN BECOMES LESLEY
How many times have you heard our students complain that the public is
ignorant of our existence? ("Lesley - is that a two year school?") And how many
· more times have yo~ lreard members of the college complain that the girls seem
apathetic and uninfo'rmed of current events?
. The Lantern has often criticized the . Lesley students for being apathetic, or
unwilling to take part in activities in school, or i'n the Boston area. Our new policy
of including an informative, controversial Special within each issue is an attempt to
stimulate thought, and action. It is the beginning of our efforts to put Lesley in
the minds of the -public; · and the surrounding world in the minds of Lesley citizens.
Our efforts to stimulate the college to outside involvement is twofold. We are
now negotiating for speakers to come to the college to acquaint i:he student body
with current issues, .demonstrations, election information, and Boston events. Secondly, it is· our hope that the Specials and speakers will provide incentives for the
members of Lesley (faculty and administration included) to take part in activities
in the area. This MUST include professional events such as the Russian Educational
Exhibit at Boston College, as well as political, social, and cultural . offerings.
If the College succeeds in closely examining internal affairs, and correcting that
which it feels is not adequate; plus becoming involved individually or as an institution in external activities, it ·will become the Lesley we dream of ..

THANKSGIVING

THANK YOUS

· Thanksgiving is a time of reflection. The leaves turn color and fall, and winter
creeps upon the scene. In hearts and houses people pack away .their summer fancies
and fantasies and hibernate. With a splash of red cranberry sauc;e and orange
pumpkin we take our last festive fling before settling behind fireplaces for the winter.
In this time of recognition and contemplation of blessings, The Lantern would
like to say some thank yous. Yes thank you to · an administration that respects our
juJgemerit and allows our free ~ublication. "Thank you, to you, the reader who
accepts our failings as well as our successes. And thank you to each member of our
staff, who gives up time, energy and a little of herself to each issue. But we would
like to acknowledge a special blessing that is ours - pr. Leslie M. Oliver.
Thank you Dr. Oliver for being you. You are the girder that supports unrealistic enthusiasm as well as disheartened disappointment. Our "invisible hand" that
can be relied on in a pinch and does not smothe { ·our amateur ambitions. The
, Lantern exists as a true student vehicle through your kind efforts - efforts to dtsist
' from helping us. We have learned by practice and experience; by our own management and mismanagement. You are a sponsor who sponsors our ambitions and picks
up the pieces of our failures. You nurture them and us to greater success and
progress . .Thank

you Dr. Leslie M. Oliver.

STUDENT POWER ... THE DEAN'S VIEW
Student Power! The words have an exciting ring. They connote a gathering
of revolutionary and imaginative ideas - ideas that necessarily result in an enlightened brea_kthrough and that drive back the stodgy and the traditional.
The subject of our concern is, however, traditional in itself. For precedence,
student power reaches back through nineteenth-century Germany's Lernfreiheit,
through the Medieval concept of student curricular origin, back through the student
hiring policies among the ancient Greeks, and even beyond in time. Student power
is anything but new, and being thus time~orn, can hardly be revoluti'onary.
Rather, student power is a solid reality within the structure of higher ieducation;
a reality that springs to life only as we at Lesley focus upon student power as it
functions here.
At Lesley, the channels for exercising student power do exist within the "community of scholars" that includes the student body, the faculty, and the administration. Our main concern should be, .is this power effective, constructive, and working
to the best interests of the students themselves?
The students must begin by establishing their own priorities according to what
power they intend to exercise and how they constructively intend to use it. Secondly,
they must identify the proper internal and external structures and channels for
exercising their power. They must then use these channels to intersperse their goals
among priorities that have been established by the other groups within the campus
community. Finally, a common goal must be evolved which incorporates the priori~
ties of the tripartite community.
Only then can imaginative and revolutionary ideas be molded into responsible
and effective action.
Marion Str ingham
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The October 28 issue of the LANT~~N featured an ~~ti~le in _"Dioge!1-es on some of _the v1c1ss1tudes.mvolved
1~ student teaching. The format was _a
dialogue between a student and C,harhe ·.
Claym_an, Coordinator of the Student
Teaching program , and focussed on
some complex, tough, and very real
"p~ob~ems" involved in the process of
~1gmng st~dents to the schools. The
d1a~ogue raised a nur~ber of quest10ns
wh1c~ can be categ?~1zed _under these
how
headmgs: (I) admm1strat1ve are st1;1dentsassigned to schools? to c_ooperatmg teachers? to college superv1sors? ( 2) curriculum - can students
~ave m?re opportunities for o?servation
m ,_Public s~ho~l classrooms pnor. to student _ teachmg · and ( 3) Planmng f_or
curnculum change - w~at st rateg~es
can stude_nts employ to _bnng_about 111creased d~rect contact with ch1ldre;1 and
teachers 111 e;ementary schools pnor to
student t~a.chmg;. I shall_ try to answer
th~ admm!strat1ve quest101:, prese;1t a
pomt of view on the_ curnculun:i issue,
and ~uggest alternat1".e strategies for
changmg current practices.
First, a student's student teaching experience is determined largely by two
factors: (a) the availability of and willingness of classroom teachers and school
administrators to accept student teachers
from Lesley College, and ( b) the availability of transportation facilities by the
students. Classroom teachers are asked
if they wish to supervise the daily work
of a student teacher and most teachers

"luck" - which is to say that conscious
planning goes into the development of
a "Center" as it does in all student teaching assignments.
In all assignments, the college may
request that its student teachers be assigned to particular schools and to
particular cooperating teachers. The student's assignment is not entirely out of
the hands of the college. Remember,
school systems have their own policies
and procedures for handling personnel
and must work with student teachers
from many colleges and universities, not
just Lesley. The extent to which the
college can "have things its way" depends upon the degree of influence which
the college has with each school system;
some systems are open and flexible to
such requests; some less so. The important point is that deliberate and planning goes into each student's assignment
_ it is not haphazard and it is not left
to chance.
Supervisors are not assigned· to student teachers; they are assigned· to school
systems and/ or particular schools. Whenever possible, the college assigns the same
supervisor to the same school so as to
insure continuity of relationship. This
way the supervisor can better interpret
the school program to student teachers
and in turn, serve as a liaison between
the college and the school staff. The
maintenance of face-to-face contacts between people who must work together
!o help student teachers is of paramount
_
importance.
_ Second - I agree with the writer
that students should have additional opportunities for direct contact with children, adults, and professional teachers
and administrators in school settings
prior to student teaching. It would seem
reasonable to expect that the Lesley program could provide such opportunities
of participadc,.,-obsei
r,ation

want to do this realizing that it is timeconsuming
and an added r espo n sibilit y

for a variety

to their already busy day with teaching
children. Some classroom teachers are,
however, more effective than others in
this role. We must remember that an
effective teacher of children is not neeessarily an effective supervisor of a student teacher. Classroom teachers, generally, have not been trained for the
complex and difficult task of supervision .
The College has a responsibility in · this
area; !he members of the faculty who
superv1se student teachers attempt to
help the clas_srooi:i or "c?Oper":ting"
teacher by takmg time to anent him to
t~e Lesley pr~g~am and to make_suggest1ons for ass1stmg and promotmg the
growth and development of the student
teacher.
. The Student Teaching Center is perhaps the single best example of Lesley's
recognition of the fact that learning the
role of the professional teacher requires
deliberate supervised contact over a period of time with children and adults
in school settings . The "Center" is a
growiiig trend in teacher education in
America and holds great promise ·for
bringing about a more effective relationship between the Lesley curriculum and
the realities . of life in the elementary
schools. The "Center" provides a vehicle
for collaboration, that is, opportunities
for mutual influence , problem-solving ,
and openness to inquiry and innovation
with regard to the planning and evaluating of the student teaching experience.
The "Center" provides a common meeting ground for cooperating teachers, college supervisors and student teachers to
work together cooperatively for the imnrovement of the student's experience.
Finally, the idea of a "Center" assumes
th at an effective integration of theory
and practice can be best achieved bv
collaborative planning, coordination, and
supervision among college and school
faculties.- The "Center" reduces the
percentages. that the student's experience
will be left entirely , to "chance" or to

student's four-year program. This is,
admittedly, a difficult thing to arrange
for all studen ts. It cart be done, however, if the college believes that it is
important in the preparation of teachers.
Direct experience is not the whole story:
it must be built integrally into the program so that theory and practice of
teaching are better integrated.
What, ·if anything, can students do to
help realize the goal of increased opportunities for direct experience prior to
student teaching? First, students can
express their requests to student representatives on the Education Faculty and
Curriculum Committee. Second, students could discuss their -i·deas for a
program of observation in the schools
with ind(;dual !aculf,Y me~bers \ I hope
that th~ great 1?eas don t get. p1dgeonhoJed m_ dorrmtory b~ll-sess1ons and
~npe sessions). Thir~. m Il)atters relatmg to S~udent Teachmg, students cquld
try to mfluenc~ the m~mbers of t~e
S~udent Teachmg Advisory C~unc1l.
Fmally,_ I welcome the opportumty_ to
chat with studen~ about . ways to . 1mprove_stude?t teachmg and related direct
expenence 111 the Lesley four-year pro.
.
gram.
.
The wnter of the October 28 ai:t1cle
suggested th_at "if all the girls were
aw~re of this problem they could use
their force to pressure the power structure." (my italics) · I'm not ·sure what
"power structures" the writer refers _to,
but one way guarantee~ not to. brmg
about a desired. change 1s t? use force
·and pressure without reducmg the restr~ining forces, the forc~s. against ~he
desired change. The cnt1cal question
would seem to be: how _can students
become more aware of their own !1e~ds
and express them through the ex1stmg
camous committees. This means that
stud:nts may have ~o learn better how
to diagnose and to mfluence the Lesley
social sy~tem. Perhaps t~e sridents have
more allies than they thmk.

experiences

i.n the schools

throughout

a
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STUDENT
POWER
EXTRA
STUD,EN,T VIE;W: UTILIZEi POWER PO,TENTIAL
SfER. . .
BEAUTIFUL
· MARCHAS A TRAN

Juniors and Seniors know that their student teaching- experiences are probably
the most important aspect of Lesley's teacher preparatory program. Because of their
importance, these experiences must be meaningful to all concerned - the students,
faculty, and co-operating school systems.
Is there any student teaching power here at Lesley? As a new member of the
Student Teaching Agvisory Council, I have come to realize that the studen t power
is very real. The Council, made up of Juniors and · Seniors, strives to increase the
rapport between coordinator and students, explore the v-arious school systems and
their respective communities; but most of all, the Council ai~1s ·to get feed-back
from the other Juniors and Seniors. Power to criticize, power to suggest, power
to investigate, and power to make choices in student teaching experiences are not
powers limit ed to th e committee members, but rather they are the powers of the
whole student body - available to those who· are interested.
I encourage you to get to know the members of the Student Teaching Advisory
Council. Look around and realize your'power as an individual in your student teaching experience. I urge you to share the power of the Council, for its power is your
power.

BY MARCIE COLOGIOVANNI

Powervs 'Rule
by ';})al Clayton
Judicial Board is not a student power
as such; rather it is a counseling or
punitive p·ower. I have been asked to
spell out just what Judicial Board is
and .what we are doing.
To begin with, there are seven members on the board: Freshman Representative: Bryna Rifkind ( who will
serve until a freshman is elected)
Sue
Sophomore
Representati ve :
Polen
Junior Repre sentative : Pam Whitcomb

to these questions. Perhaps they are
partially correct-but
only partially.
For it is my contention that we do not
control Student Power; we simply represent it in as much as we represent
you.
In my eyes, the very term Student
Power implies change, flexibility, and
the freedom to express and explore new
ideas your ideas. The nature of
'Student Government is such that these
views can and will initiate transition.
How ever, thev mmt first be voiced.
The limits of this "power", even if just
through influence or through the exertion of some pressure to re-examine the
old in preparation for the new, are
totally boundless. The possibilities numerous.
A.s§ .

by (}fen J<e33er69

b'! Suzanne _j(a,lfU3ch,
'70

The student role has changed drastically in the last twenty years. Students
today . are more involved with the world
around them rather than with ·just the
college campus. Last summer while attending UCLA this realization was
poignantly impressed upon me by the
Peace March on June 23 at Century
City Plaza.
L.B.J. was flying out to Los Angeles
between summit meetings in New
Jersey to appear before a fund · raising
dinner at the Century City Hotel. The
topic of conversation for days was
"Are you going to make the scene at
Century City and protest against the
War in Viet - Nam?" Well, I made the
scene that night, _and what I saw was
the most shocking experience in my life.
There were 10,000 peaceful marchers,
mostly students, expressing their right
to denounce a futile war. This march
was turned into chaotic massive hell by
l 500 confused and bewildered uniformed policemen. Forty men, women, and
children were injured and 5 l arrested.
One event which stands out vividly in
my mind is the barge of policemen
knocking down people and swinging
billy clubs wildly. As a result of this
a woman carrying a child was knocked
to the ground and a man who rushed
to help her was also hit in the head and
fell to the cement.
I asked one of the leaders, a senior at
Berkeley,
if the march .-was successful.

. Definite .manifestations of student
power are evident on the Lesley campus;
yet the individual. student can not help
but question the . ".amount" . of power
given to the students, a1Jd wonder within
herself if this is more or less_power than
granted by the administration of other
girls' schools: As.,,;i. transfer from Sweet
Briar College in Virginia, I have been
particulady aware of this question.
I would not say that Lesley has
"more ." or . "less" power, however I
would venture to state that at Lesley- the
students' power cove·rs a completely different sphere than at S. B. At S. B.
there is a very act.ive student court
which meets once a week to try infractions of college rules. At Lesley where
the rules are MUCH MORE liberal,
such a court would . scarcely exercise the
students' power as there would not be
the numerous infractions to try that you
would find in the Strict Southern Girls'
School. Sweet Briar, located in the
"sticks," was far from any cultural
activities. The students exercised their
power by bringing in noted speakers
such as Edward Albee, author of Who's
Afraid of Virginia Woolf, and Art
Also
Buchwald, syndicated satirist.
I was impressed by the fact that the
students were allowed self-scheduling in
their mid-year and final exams and were
thus permitted to take them ;i.t their own
convenience. The passing of tbi.s act

Senior
Representative:
Paula
Sherrin
' .. e·ve 'been sittmg oriour 'backe opportu Resident Chairman~a.r dF:ft'
eiilfi'ltt constructively,
sides too damn long; now it is time to
to
whom
shall
we
look?
Commuter Representative: Jeanette
act, not onlv against Viet Nam but also
To the campus legislators? Student
Fong
Government is not an isolated body in against police brutality. You give a
Thee members represent their classes and of itself, - a "they" which clutches guy a badge, and he thinks he's Goel.
only in the fact that they are from a power with clenched fists. Rather , it is There is one thing to be remembered
particular class or group. They can not a reflection - a microcosmic represen- - how people using their constitutional
ask how to decide upon a case. You tation of all of us. But even more than
right to dissent were beaten brutall y to
gave them the responsibility to vote as that, it is an implement through which the ground by unifome d members of the
they thought they should. This means our opinions, ideas, and beliefs can be 'Great Society'. If this is ren1embered
that you, as students, cannot help us voiced, and our authority exer'cised. To
and learned, the march was a success and
make decisions. The way to use your whom shall we look? Perhaps , first, to worthwhi le; if it is forgotten, then
power is to appeal a case and thus get a ourselves.
everything is lost."
voice at the meeting. But otherwise the
The crowds, under a heat of hate,
Adjourned.
responsibility lies on the shoulders of
soon dispersed in every direction chantNORTHEASTERN
LEADERSHIPing, "it was beautiful, beautiful, bloody
your chosen representatives.
beautiful."
We are open to suggestions and are
by -(flnny ~orne; '69
.always glad to see members of the Lesley
E. requirements - F
community at our meetings.
Sue /Jal( '68
F. evaluation - S
All of the decisions made at our
·This week-end Northeastern U niver2. Disciplinary action - S - A
meetings are well-thought
out and sity sponsored a leadership conference
3. Tuition - A
weighed carefully. Each case is treated
at Warren Center in Ashland, Mass.
4. Scholarship - S - A - F
as a separate, individual case. We
There were around 50 attendees repre· 5 :- "In loco parentis" - S
require a report from the girl who has senting N.U., U. of Mass., Framingham
6. Library - S - A - F
committed the infraction. All of the and Boston State Colleges, Wheel():Ck,
7. Planning - S - A - F
girls mentioned in the report must also Regis, M.I.T. and Lesley.
.
8. Number of students - S - A - F
attend. We then hear the story from
Each participant had an opportun,ity
9. Outside activities - S
many different viewpoints.
to attend three workshops dealing with
IO. Social activities - S
The power of the students comes current problems on college campuses.
I 1. Social rules - S
from Student Government . They make We both feel that the discussion groups
12. Publications - S
the rules. We as Judicial Board, are on Student Rights and Powers were the
1 3. Cen sorship - none
the enforcement agency. Since you made most valuable and applicable for us.
14. Student services - A - S
When discussing student rights, the
the rules, you should follow them.
( cafeteria, infirmary, etc.)
best opportunity for enlightment comes l 5. Public relations - S - A
from meeting with other students. We
16. Inter-university gripe board
discussed how much power students
S -A- F
should have, where it should li~, and
17. Faculty tenure - F
how it should be controlled.
18. Intra-c ommunications board - F - S
by cf anie';J)ommu
It was gratifying to discover that we
19. Official functions - S - A - F
at Lesley are closest to the "ideal" col( speakers for graduation, etc.)
Uce-Pre3dent
lege. Tabulated below is the committee's
20.
Free university - S - F
(seminars outside class non-credit)
decision on where student powe.r is ap"The meeting is now called to order.
We will begin with a report from the propriate.- S is for students; F - fac- 21. Degree requirements - A - F
22.
Planning (academic) - S - A - F
ulty; A - administration.
Student Power Committee." Absurd,
Many of these areas could be easily
1. Curriculum
you say, and I agree. But then, where
encompassed by setting up one organizaA. faculty - A
is Student Power at Lesley? Does it
tion . a faculty-student senate, which
B. content - S - F
exist at ali? If so, what does it mean?
could serve as a· center for all communiC. grading - S - F
Many people will point to the Stucations in the school.
D. availability - S - F
dent Government Association in answer

SGC AND POWER

sq..A

represented

the admini.~.tr-- '- -'

power 1oi her.
At Lesley the student power takes a
different form. The students here have
had the privilege of exercising their voice
in matters concerning the dining room,
curfews, and campus dress. Student
power does not extend in this direction
at S. B. in the least! Also, I have
noticed that there are unlimited overnights, no "quiet hours," no constantly
ringing bells, week-night dates are permitted, and there are no sign-out sheets
for the day time ... it appears to me
that the administration recognizes the
fact that we are college girls, and they
have given us certain powers ( which ·so
many of us take for granted) that many
other colleges do not offer to their students. .
.

CAMPUS POWER HOURS

b'I''Yf!arcie

Co/o9io11a~ni.

For the -first time -all the student
leaders at Lesley were invited to come
together for a sensitivity training weekend on November 17 through 19 at
Packard Manse in Stoughton, Mass.
Under the direction of Dr. Oliver, the
Human Relations Committee set up
this conference of leaders for Lesley
student representatives from the classes,
clubs, student . government association,
literary staffs, societies, and other organizations. Various organization leaders
such as Charlie · Clayman , Ladd Holt
and Marion Stringham also attended ."
This sensitivity training experience for
the leaders of our student body was intended to benefit them in their respective
roles and consequently better the Lesley
College community as a whole. Lesley's
student power en masse was intended to
provide these leaders an opportunity to
express their opinions in a joint effort
and a most dynamic · experience .

\
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FACULTY . BID·S: MO ,RE POWE·R TO Y0 U!
1

REAL P·OWER

CAMPUS ·POWER
t'J RUjjelt
q.Sclw/lcl

blj£/merVan. Ggmond

Dr. Max Lerner , Professor of government at Brandeis University, .has made
some extremely interesting observations
in an introduction he ·wrote for The
Prince and The D-iscourses by Niccolo
Machiavelli. He characterizes Machiavelle ( 1498) as ". . . the first modern
analyst of power." Machiavelli was
primarily interested in political power
but -the philosophical. concept of power ,
be it political or campus, carries the
connotation of manipulation for some
purpose. Power and purpose must be
taken together; no individual or group
comes into power unless they intend tv
use the power for some end; it might
be seen to be some good end ( which end
is defined as good by the individual or
the group) , or it may be seen to be a
bad end by those who are being manipu lated.
Dr. Lerner further
characterizes
Machiavelli with " ... · the clear-eyed
capacity to distinguish between man as
he ought to be and man as he actually
is - between the ideal form of institutions and the pragmatic conditions under
which they operate."
Historically.y campus power resided
in the faculty - a highly trained group
of men and women whose responsibility
was to use their power to manipulate
curriculum and student:s. They did
thi.s to insure that CO{ltinuinggenerations
would be competent and well-educated.
Pragmatically, the source of campus
the faculty to the

poweT shifted from
administration
w-hose

responsibility

A SHAK
'E OR TWO

was

to build larger and larger universities
so tha t more stud ents could be accommodated, thereby insur ing a larger
number of competent wel H rained people
in any generation . Lately there is another pragmatic shift in campus power
to the student body who declare that
they are sufficiently adult and mature
to use the power they seek. The student
body insists that they have enough responsibility to determine what faculty,
what curriculum and what administration will make them most competent
for their generation.

In thinki~g about "Student Power,"
I consider "power" in terms of a social
context and to mean the ability to influence others. What we are concerned
with then is the ability of students to
influence the behavior of professors and
administrators, and perhaps to a lesser
extent, the behavior of other students.
If a person or group has power, how
is this obtained? French and Raven
suggest five bases for social power: I)
Reward - the ability to give or mediate
rewards for the other; 2) Coercion the ability to punish or mediate punishments; 3) Legitimation - the legitimate right to prescribe behavior for the
other; 4) Attraction - identification
with or liking for the other; and 5) _
possession of superior
Expertness knowledge, information, or expertness.

blj(/eorge
of. Jlf/£1/er
Student Power , what an exactly
perfect title for these times! The mind
fairly leaps to the magnet, Black Power.
Upon reflection there is significant as
well a~ psychedelic similarity. The black
power concept subtl y .conveys the
potential of a sleeping, waiting giant.
Awaken him , harness his potential, then
stand by to rejoice or to tremble. Fear
keeps company with risk. One is usually
the measure of the other.
So it is with student power. Society's
massive investment in schooling for the
young stands squarely in the trail as
evidence for one kind of awareness. The
hard w on cultural gains of the ages
would be quit kly lost should there be a
neglect in schooling for the young. The
po_wer to terminate or to continue civilization rests with each generation of
students.

Considering these bases for power,
the professor or administrator certainly
So, too, it is at another level.
has a much stronger position than the Awakened student power , the mobilized
student.
Under these circumstances,
idealism of the students at the college
students probably rely most heavily on can radically transform the seedy rut
reward, coercion and attraction as society's adults have adjusted to so
principal bases for influencing professors comfortably. And transformation of the
and administrators.
On the Lesley c omfortable to that unknown must surecampus , I believe that being halpful to ly carry fear.
students and being liked by them 1s
Many of us, beyond the discriminagenerally valued by professors and adting thirty years, find college work
ministrators. This makes "Attraction"
a powerful base for student influence. satisfying and exciting because the idealI also believe that students are well ism of college youth is always in . the
bank. Some students, like the giant,
aware of this.
may only sleep, but a few always stirge
Given a relative position of less with life, and others can be awakened.
power, how have students generally
In this respect the golden times are here.
attempted to cope with this imbalance?
Now it is in for college students to be
One

the

pathway

model

of

has been to borrow
the

labor

movement

from
and

organize to coerce or blackmail the professors and administrat ors. R ecent examples of this are sit-ins, demonstrations
and strikes. U nfort unatel y the coercion
contest tends to be decided by the side
which carries the biggest stick. A
second approach has been to work toward having larger areas of campus life
be defined and recognized as legitimate
areas for the extrcise of student influence. Examples of this are the provisions for student voice in decisions regarding the retention and tenure appointments of professors, and as is true here
at Lesley, student membership on curricThe time has come for an open diaulum and other major committees and
logue among these three groups. It is
expanded areas of student responsibility
not sensible to hire a highly trained
for pQlicy regarding dormitory and
faculty and then not trust their judg- '
extra-curricular activities. A third pathment. Modern business concerns would
way, one which Lesley College is striving
shudder at such a wasteful practice.
to achieve, is the meeting of students,
University administrations are aware of
professors and administrators to work to- problems and ·needs which are outside
gether on problems and attempt to
the responsibilities of a faculty or a
arrive at the best solut ions. This is
student body. That is why they are
probabl y the most rational, but difficult
functioning as an administration. The
pathway, but one which I think holds
present student body on any campus is
the largest promise for benefit in the
very capable and highly articulate. They
long run . It has the potential for resense that their generation may need
moving the emphasis from relative
something which is unknown to an .
power to cooperative effort toward imolder administration and faculty.
provement. Much energy is lost when
power is the major focus since the use
Whatever emerges from the present
struggle for campus power could best of power generates resistan ce. When
students, professors and admiQistrators
be determined in open dialogue rather
than the manipulations of small pressure become involved in a problem solving
effort, become committed to a given
groups. The freedom of each individual
must be protected and no use of power solution alternative and work toward
the achievement of that end, then we
for any purpose can ever be meaningful
will
witness real power at work in prowhich takes away the freedom of the
student, the faculty member, or the ducing desired changes on our campus.
member of an administration. Whenever
power is used to limit the freedom of
A professor who had taught for many
the individual, then the individual or years was counseling a young teacher.
group who uses such power tautly con- "You will discover," he said, "that in
sents to the limitation of their own nearly every class there is · a youngster
freedom when they do not have power.
eager to argue. Your first impulse will
Power, political or campus, ·is a tenuous
be to silence him. I advise you to think
ahd fleeting thing and must be used carefully before doing so. He is probajudiciously and with understanding.
bly the only one listening ."

alive
waking

and

active.

up.

More

and

more

are

At Lesley, budding student power
helps keep debate honest in the Curriculum S:ommittee, helps keep the dream Committ ee, helps keep the struggle
meaningful in gatherings of the Education Faculty , represents the consumers
in the Calendar Committee , advises on
student teaching , and participates as
planning staff in pilot projects now and
then.
But student power may also serve to
keep academic standards low at Lesley
College , may help keep frozen the "cool
it" norm so characteristic here . Student
power exercised by the majority keeps
commuters segregated and transfer
students more than a little alienated. '
Student power can be mobilized for
bigotr y as well as for ide4ls.
Significant student power at Lesley,
chara cter istically, seems a littl_e ta rdy to
the race. But it may yet ar rive. And if
this power does become assertive it may
make mistake s, may frighten me along
with others, and may also lose a few.
So be it. Lesley, dear old girl, can surely
stand a shake or two!

ANY .METHOD
.IN THIS MADNESS?
The sanity and value of Lesley's academic curriculum is always up for
debate. Methods courses are often the
most harangued because students tend to
doubt their usefulness.
Fortunately
students are now able to refer with
pride to at least one Language Arts
Methods course on campus that restores
their faith in and actually creates spont aneous love for those education courses
they ordinarily scorn and abhor. Music
skills are undeniably valuable tools for
elementary school teaching; please acknowl edge the usefulne ss of F reshman
Mu sic Fundamental s ; It' s your onl y
methods course in the field. Ho wever,
consider Fr eshman Art Sur vey. I hope
you reall y enjoyed the arts an<i craft s because you get a second chance at its
repeat performance Junior year. What
is the method in the madness . of repeat-

in g high school

algebra

and

~

-in

Sophomore and Juni.or -year tor 4 cxecii.ts
apiece? And neither course teaches
methods ! R ecentl y Junior
Science
Methods has been substituted by thi rd
semester Physical Science. Word has it
th at the M ethods part of- the course is
being saved for Spring, which is a
lovely thought except th at half of the
Student Teachers depending on the
course will be finished teaching by
then.
Oh well. Students are so busy running from class to class that they really
don't ·have the time to figure ·out the
methods in Methods or not in Methods.
Nor do they have the methods.

CANDIDCAPSULE
JUDY

HYMOFF

-

Thank you to our s_pecia l contributors:
Marcie Cologiovanni
Editor-in -Chief

-•69

Dale Clayton
Elaine Dommu
Elmer Van Egmond
Suzanne Kallu sch
Ellen Ke_sser
George M iller
Ru ssell Schofield

'69
'69
'70

'69

OOp s, we caught you, Judy! It's
your turn now! we hear you' re the
publicity chairman of your dorm, a
lovely L esley librarian and --the
unofficial mascot for Cro ckett. You're
" alwa ys going - ju st don't stop for
one minute." -Keep it up Judy, and
you'll be drafted for. the Lesley cheerleading squad !
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Reflections

'RoundandAbout

~ Judith(}a:1t
DEMOCRATIC?
Humane , Democr atic, and Optimi stic. These are the three characteristics
a psychologist used recently to describe
the educational system she believes in.
The system is "humane," she said, because it aims for an all around upbringing of its children. This includes
physical, moral, ethical, and aesthetic
well being.
She found the system to ~ "Democratic" in its basic assumption that there
are great potenti als in every normal
child. Its democratic goal is to develop
these poten tials to t heir fulle st extent.
She pointed out the optimism of the
system by explaining that even in cases
such as retardation , a teacher does not
"hurry to int egraite a child, but seeks,
instead , ways of overcoming the difficulty." This speaker stated that the
main task of the system is "to create
the optimal conditions for the development of each individual."
In order to achieve this task, the
system strives for both physical and
mental development. The former is
believed to be important for health reasons and for the co-ordination it develops. In the latter, sensory training is not
accomplished through formal exercises,
·but rather through creative endeavors
with clay or paints. Aesthetic appreciation of the beautiful in life is encouraged. Dramatic play is just one of the
techniques used to develop the child's
own creative abilities. The speaker emphasized the stress placed on character
training.
Schooling in this nation-wide system
is free for children from 8 months of
ae-e (Nurseries) throu gh the U niversities. It is compulsory from age 7 to 15.
Th ose who continue on to specialize
receive sub,idies according to their parin comes.

ents'

Unt il I mentioned monetary matters,

you probably thought this school system
was somewhere in the United States.
The emphasis on the creative, the individual. at>sthet ics, etc. are attitudes which
we would consider quite natur al in our
fr ee coun try.
But. would vou believe - R us~ia?
The Communist leader of the world,
the power tr ying to take over all of our
m; nrh anrl our fr rerlom has an educational svstem striving for individua lity
and creativity. A t least this is the impression I received from the Ru ssian
psychologist who spoke ::it their exhibit
on education at Boston College on Oct.
27, 1967.

RELATE- -IRC
£; :l)eUieSchwartz
From:

Debbie Schwartz
President of International
Relations Club.
'Date:
Nov. 6, 1967
Starting off this year with the internatinn~llv known column ist and lecturer, Geofferv God sell, the Int ernational
Relations Club is planning on bringing
to Lesley many more provocative speakers on ·national and world affairs. The
Internation al Relation s Club also is
arranging a trip to the United Nations.
Functions of I.R.C . are open to
everyone. As soon as plans are finalized
about the United Nations trip , everyone
interested will be asked to sign up. We
plan to spend two days ( probably
Thursday , February 22 and Friday ,
Februa ry 23) in New York Ci,ty. We
will tour the U.N., have conferences
with delegates and attend meetings of
various councils. such as the Security
Council. The Council on International
Relations and United Nations Affairs
is helping us organize our visit. During
the evening, while in New York , we
hope to see a play and enjoy the fascinating highlight s of the city.
I. R. C. is closely affiliated with the

£IfJudlf 'JI/Jdhend
er
For its second play of the season, the
Charles Pla yhouse has presented, Clifford Odet's first play, AW AKE AND

SING.
The play was written in the 193o's
for a contemporary audience; to stir
them to think about and react to their
times. And yet, 30 years lat er, the
performance by the Charles Pla yhouse
powerfull y hit s its mark. For man y,
th is play brings back aching memories,
but for those too young to know the
time, it offers us a glimpse of the history
we have inherited.
The presentation is one of the best
that I have ever seen at the Playhouse.
It has a well developed, terse balance
of humor and pathos , hate and love,
despair and hope. The stage setting
gives off an aura of gloom; with its
dreary walls and heavy overstuffed
furniture of the era , and to our unaccustomed eyes, the dress of the 3o's can
only add to the weariness and ugliness
we see. The lighting techniques used
add much to the mood of melancholy
and sorrow.
The acting is superb. We are, in the
midst of this unfolding sorrow , given
many sharply cutting . and funn y lines.
And at the same time, we are never
able to divorce ourselves from the predominant theme of the depression.
Will Lee distinguishes himself as he
portra ys the helpless patriarch , Ja cob, as
a fierce Marxist and tender grandfather. He is in a constant battl e wi th his
bitter and dominatin g daughter, Bessie,
portra yed to perfection by Eda Reiss
Merin . An d at the same time he is a
proud and adoring grandfather to Hennie (Lynn Milgram) and Ralph (AI
Pacino) .
In a sense, the play revolves around
the children.

'tct,

Hennie

, the proud

d a ugh-

wno tieciiiies'' ·~·cgilanr"'"'..i
iP*B

forced to marry the ineffectual and
sniveling immigrant, Sam Feinschreiber
( Dennis Helf end) , while the first man
to make her , Moe Axelrod, (John
Seitz) , stays with in the framework of
the family as a boarder because of his
love for her . And Ralph, the son on
whom is placed the responsibility of
carrying out everyone else's dreams, until he finally learns that it is his dream
alone that he can ever hope -to fulfill.
Under the excellent direct ion of Mr.
Micha el Murray, the characters run
the gamut of emotions. They live for
each other and yet in anger and despair
they try to destroy one another. Th ey
use their instincts to survive and tak e
each moment as it comes.
AWAKE AND SING is presented
as one in a series of Am erican plays
which , like the last play AMERICA
HTJRRA H , are mostly social protest.
AWAKE AND SING is also a social
protest play, but one of a different
time with a different quest. We clearl y
see the anger and bewilderm ent of the ·
time, and when we leave, we leave with
a small taste of its hurt and despair.

THURBER
THALIANS

The election of three new Corporators and five Trustees to the Lesley
College Corporation was announced on
Monday, October 30,· at the Annual
Corporation Meeting in Cambridge.
Mr. Hollis G. Gerrish, Chairman of
the .Lesley College Corporation and
President of the Squirrel Brand Company in Cambridge, announced the
following:

£If..An~eQd:aughhn
P,.e:Jdent
a/the:})ramaC/u£
With the aid and talents of its members, the D rama Club produced its first
studio night on Thursday, October 26,
in Thurbe r Hall, Room I. This was
the first time an event of this type has
been atttmpted by the club. We worked
with a minimum a.f scenery, lights, and
props, but were quite pleased with the
results. I was able to get some commen ts after the evening and all were
very complimentary.
The girls enjoyed performing and
entertaining as much as the audience
enjoyed being entertained. Of course
there is always a wonderfully rewarding feeling which comes from being on
the stage and knowing that one has succeeded in captivating and really com~unicating with an audience.
This program of the first studio night
went as follows:
Terri Spaiser and Cheryl Rust played guitars and sang two numbers.
Judi Kanner, Alexandria Quinn, and
Sue Sweeney did a scene from "St.
Joan" by Shaw.
Paula Traeger and Anita Silverstein
did a scene from "Anastasia" by
Maur ette.
Ellen Kesser did the narrator's monologue from "B allad of a Sad Cafe " by
Carson M cCullers, adapted for the
stage by Edward A lbee.
Alexandra Quinn and Sherry Northwood did a scene from "The Stranger"
by Str indberg.
Terri Spaiser and Cheryl Rust closed
jfiliflfl~
singing num rs.
The girls certainly deserve congratulations on their impressive performances.
In the future, we hope to have studio
nights every few weeks - as often as
they can be effectively assembled. Th e
next studio night is being planned for
Monday evening, November 20. There
is still time if anyone wants to donate
their talent s as actresses, directors, or
producers. If you wish to sing, dance,
act , read a poem, work backstage on
make-up or props, we woul d be glad to
give you the opportu nity because new
talent is what we like. Faculty - this
means you, t oo ! If you wish to be in
the next or any futur e stu dio night,
please contact me, Mr. . Brower, or
another officer soon! Or call my number - IV 4-641 I.
All facult y and students are invited
and welcome to attend Studio Nightit' s free! I'm sure you will enjoy it.

ELSIE'S
DELICATESSEN LUNCH
FAMOUS BOAST BEEF SPECIAL

International Student Association in
Cambridge.
Ronnie Soferenko, our
Publicity Chairman, is Secretary of the
Student Government of I. S. A. Everyone is welcomed to attend the numerous
functions at the International Student
Association. Their calandar is posted on
the Pubii c Reiations bull etin board . in
the cafeteria .
The officers of the International
Relations
Club
Debbie Schwartz ,
President; Sheila Browne, Vice President; Ph yllis Gabow itz , · Secretary;
Nanc y Sobin, Treasure r; Ronny Soferenko, Publ icity and Majid Tehranian ,
our advisor, would be delighted to hear
any suggestions for speakers or other
activit ies. Our next meeting will be
held very soon.

E·LECTIONS

71 ML Aubum SL, Cambridge

CORPORA TORS
Mr. William F. Dole, President
of Dole Publishing Company in
Cambridge; resident of Wellesley
Hills.
Mr. Ralph L. Rose, retired clothing manufacturer;
resident of
Great Neck, New York.
Mrs. Merl B. Wolfard, · resident
of San Gabriel, California.
CORPORATORS

-TRUSTEES

Mr. Walter Cahners, Presiilent of
the Industrial Education Institute
in Boston; resident of Brookline.
Mr. Don S. Greer, Director of
Planning for the Greer Division of
Joy Manufacturing Company in
Wilmington; a resident of Winchester.
M r. Vincent R. Herterick , Execut ive V ice P resident of United
Carr , In c., in Boston; resident of
Lexington .
Mr. William C. McConnell,
Jr.,
President
of Servomation
of New
ient ' ot-W--meliester.

Mr. Ervin Pietz, President of the
Barry Wright
Corporation in
Watertown; resident of Belmont.
In addition, Mr . John H. D yer, a
partner in Storer, D amon and Lun d in
Cambridge, and a Corp orator of Lesley
College since 1965, was elected to the
Board of Trustees.
One of the highlights of the corporation M eeting came when D r. Don
A. Orton, President of Lesley College,
made a special presentation to Mr .
Samuel D. W onders, retired P resident
of Carter' s In k Company in C ambri dge.
M r. Won ders, who has served as Ch airman of the Board of Trustees of Lesley
for S years, an4 as a Member of the
Corporation since 1955, was cited for
his dedication and service to Lesley Col- .
lege through the years.
·

Chicken Delight
CHICKEN- SHRIMP- FISH
DINNERS & PIZZA
UN 4-0520

Free Delivery-

DINNER FOB TWO $3.95

DAVE 'WONG'S

CHINASAILS

Egg Roll
Meat Chow Mein
Sweet and Sour Pork
Pork Fried Rice
Tea and Chunk Pineapple
(A $7.00 VALUE)

N orthshore Shopping
Good only on presentat ion
of this coupon on weekdays

Center - Peabody

Boylston St. - Che _stnut Hill
Loring Ave. - Salem
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G1REE:NSTO ,NE
Greenstone, by Sylvia Ashto~-Warner, is an unusual novel. It reads like a fairy
tale, yet tells the story of a family whose stark poverty aod inability to make ends
meet could make a totally depressing book.
Greenstone tells the story of a closely knit, loving, eccentric family living in
New Zealand. Richmond Considine Puppa once a famous writer, an aristocrat,
an elegant Englishman, is now a cripple; his wife is the family breadwinner. Together, they have a dozen or more children, who are for the most part uncooperative
and selfish. Also living with them is Huia , their granddaughter. Huia is a Maori
princess (her maternal grandfather is the aged Maori Te Renga Renga) and heiress
to the ·l\1aori kingdom, fortune, and its royal insignia; the greenstone Takarangi,
from which Mrs. Ashton-Warner took her title. ·
The ·theme of the novel is' the conflict between the Maori culture and the
culture of the white man. Huia embodies this conflict, for ~he is caught between the
duties and affections of This Side, the white man's village situated on the Whangahui River, and the blood loyalties of the Maori tribe .on That Side. She .is . the
author's vision of the future - the harmonious fusion of the two cultures.
· One would call Gr eenstone a work of art . .. Mrs. Ashton-Warner describes
beautifolly the New Zealand countryside that she obviously loves. She. skillfully
succ.eeds in blending the realities of the Considine household ,- beatings, .yelling,
l_oss of an eye, ~ self-induced abortion with the fantasy of Puppa' s bedtime story·
telling .
"Puppa sits on his chair at the window with his hands upon his knees ... and
the children duster round him in their white nightclothes ....
He adjusts his eyeshade, clears his throat and changes the order of his hands, at which the chattering
stops like magic. 'Once upon a time there was ... " · ( pg. 68)
These nightly sessions of fantasy are to me the highlights of the book. The
allegories not only entertain the children, ' but they comprise the intricate facts of
life. Characters, named Utility, Freedom , Truth , Civilization, aid the children in
understanding and in coping with the real world outside.
"'Will you,' asked Rikirangi, 'return my greenstone? It will bring a curse on
you.'
' I will not return your greenstone.'
"But the white man did nurse Rikirangi back to health and, side by side, they
lived together in the risen sun."
"There

is a silence in the old dark room ....

Suddenly

in ber passionate

Maori

way Huia bursts out crying, 'I know,' she weeps, 'I know.'
"Sue, 'Who was that white man?'
"'Civilization,' Puppa.
" 'I know that t H uia repeats .. .. 'The story of my race ... .'
" 'Those were jolly good fights,' from Lance. 'What were they all about?'
"Puppa answers 'They were the battles with the new environments and peoples
as they migrated east~ard. . . . The big fight at the end with the white man - that
was Maori wars - when we took their land and impaired their cul_ture. . . . Yet ·
the M~ori recovered by himself. The Maori race is the only colored people to my
knowledge which is rising again on its own from the impact of civilization.'
"Huia with emotion, 'When I grow up I'll see that my race rises again and I'll
see that it stays risen.'
" 'By the side of a murmuring stream . .'
'An elegant gentleman sat . .'
' ·
· 'On top of his head was his wig . .'
" .. From Lance, 'why (did) Rikirangi want to see the sun rise all the time?
You can see the sun· wherever you are.'
· " ·'That was the Maori ambition. He doesn't seem to have it now.'
." 'Yes he does, Puppa,' from Huia. 'I've got Maori ambition.'
· " 'Ori top of.his wig was his hat .. .'
" 'But it's a jolly decent sort of story,' from Lance, 'even though it's about
Maoris.'
" 'It's a lovely, lovely, lovely story,' from Sue. 'even though it's true.'
" 'On top of his wig was his hat, hat, haaat . .'
" 'The white man didn't give Rigirangi back his greenstone.'
" 'That was the land,' from Huia .
" 'On top 'Of his wig was his hat' " ( pp. 104-106)
Thorough a simply charming - a beautiful - book, a young girl learn s to
perceive the realism of the west and the mysticism of the Maori.

ti/
BENCE'S .
PRESCRIPTIONS

COSMETICS
SCHOOL SUPPLIES

FREE DELIVERY
EL 4-88'4

TR 6-2002

MontroseSpa
1646 Mass. Ave.
Cambridge, Mass.
EL 4-9476

Sock it to 'em Lesley, and so we did l
On November 5, the Lesley Leopards,
in a magnificent performance on the
Curry College football field, trounced
the Curry Puritans by a score of 12-6.
About two months ago, the · Curry
College girls' football team challenged
us to a game of flag football. Immediately, a superb team was formed and
hard practice began. With the help of
the Lesley coaches, Pete from Curry
and Roger from Harvard Law, excellent progress was made. As the big day
drew closer and bruises grew more
numerous, the Lesley girls grew firmer
and tougher and were ready for attack:.
In the · first quarter, the game was
filled with action although neither team
scored. The stands, overcrowded with
Lovely Lesley Ladies, vibrated with
spirited cries of "sock it to 'em!". The
second quarter brought our two touchdowns and the fans went wild. Quarterback Sue "Cold" North completed a 15yard pass · to halfback Anne "Broken"
Hart who ran another ten yards for
the first TD of the game. Although the
point 0 after-touchdown was unsuccesful,
spirit was still hot and we knew we
were on our way to victory! Within
minutes, Judy "Humpty" Horenstein
crashed through the brute Curry line
and ran 25 yards for the second touchdown. At halftime, the score was Lesley, 12, and Curry, o.
In the third quarter ; by sheer luck,
Curry scored a touchdown. But after
that, it was "no-go" for Curry and the
Lesley defense held strong. Murnie
"Sick" Ward recovered a fumble on our
5-yard line in the fourth quarter and
prevented Curry from scoring. Judy
"Ugly" Upson, Michelle "Ankles" Allard, Carol "Speedy" Stewart, Cindy
"Hang-On" Hartford, Nilclci "Nutty"
Nemicolo,
J an "Cute" Carter , Ellen
"Lose" Leventhlal, Pam "Witty" Whit comb, and Marilyn "Ne ver" Nesson
showed their skills and also contributed
to the victory by holding the Curry line.
The offense players, Jane "Peyton "

l1itst ~is4ts
Susan Spencer '70 1 pinned to Warren
Dworkin '6g, Bryant College.
Jane Church '70, pinned to David
Enegess, '68·, Tufts University.
Diane Hunter '70, pinned to Davis
Saul, '69, Dartmouth College.
Nancy Gill '70, pinned to Michael
Kearney, Bentley.
Place, Miffy "Springy" Sommers; Kathy
"Crippled" Kusiak, Ginger "George"
Reeves, Cheryl "Easy" Ebenstein, and
Bev "Dippy" Dunn, displayed superspeed apd unbeatable precision and
knocked Curry's defense to the ground.
And so Lesley students, you can be
proud of your football team, led by
"Cold" North and "Dippy" Dunn, . because on Nov. 5, 1967 they showed Lesley Colle.ge, Curry College, and the
world that they have what it takes!
They may not be ready for the Patriots
yet, but just give them a few more
weeks of practice and they'll kill them !

Harvard · Cafet eria
1613 MASSACHUSETTS AVE.
. CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

Proud
to be
Your
Food Service

~~~
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CLEANERS

LESLEYBOOK STORE

Your Projes,sional

We Meet All Your Needs

Dry Clean.er ·

Books - Supplies - Accessories

Kl 7-8008

Student Teachers Come In

4 Hudson Street
(off 1672 Mass. Ave.)

and Browse!

Pick up and Delivery

PAUL'S

The Lexington . Press, Inc.

CARD AND GIFT SHOP
Unusual cards
Distinctive gifts
Party goods for. all occasions
Personalized stationery
Complete candle department

7 Oakland Street
Lexington, Mass. 02173
8_62-8900
Job, Commercial
&

Book Printing
Letterpr:ess
Lithography

Jewelry

Printers of
Lesley Lantern.

Greeting Cards

Jem

ofevine

1760 MASS. AVE.

876-1762

POLY CLEAN

COINOPERATED
DRYCLEANING

Tr-umar:i.

:Elayes
I N S U R A N C E

·

:& · Compar:i.y

A G E N C Y,

I N C .

<:11~\UII

~O Post Office Square, Boston 9! Massac_husetts

1685MASS.AVE.

JMA~

HUbbard 2-7350
~
-

Open 7 A.M. - 11 A.M.
(between Harvard & Porter Sq.)

Samuel

0. Penni, Jr.,

C.L.U.

Earl M. Watson, C.L.U.

~

~~
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